
ACCESSORY PACACCESSORY PAC
RESCUE ACCESSORY KITRESCUE ACCESSORY KIT

 Over edge rescues
 Rope grab for rescue of most ropes and lanyards
 Multi purpouse

Accessory kit to complement rescue equipment with lifting
function

SEGMENTS

✓ Pitch roof work
✓ General industry
✓ Tower climber
✓ Offshore
✓ Confined space
✓ Wind energy

ARTICLESARTICLES
012230025 RESQ, Accessory Pack

OVERVIEWOVERVIEW
Rescue accessories is a kit developed to perform rescues when working at height together with your rescue equipment. These
components are carefully selected to provide you with the tools you need to perform a rescue safely.

You can easily re-direct the anchor point with pulley, sling and carabiner to perform a safe rescue without risking a fall. 

With the Rescue Rope-Grab you will be able to connect the rescue equipment to the casualty's lanyard (fall arrest) covering the
most common types of lanyards and SR. This to be able to lift, release and lower the casualty to safety. 

With the multiple anchor slings, you can easily create secure anchors by distributing the power to two points if the appropriate
anchor point is missing or too far away.

Material shortages due to the pandemic have resulted in the need for Cresto Group to periodically and temporarily replace
certain components on our products with replacement components fulfilling the same function. Due to this, the product images
may differ from that which is delivered.
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SPECIFICATIONSPECIFICATION

PRODUCT PROPERTIES

Product includes 2pc 1,2m anchor slings, 1pc 0,8m anchor sling, 1pc edge protector with steel carabiner twist-lock, rope
grab for rescue, pulley and 2pcs steel carabiner twist-lock

Gate strength (kN) 16.0

Gate opening (mm) 16.0

Gate feature twist-lock

Adjustable under load No

Energy absorber No

Fall indicator No

Maximum number of users 1

Material Polyester, Galvanized steel, Aluminum

CLASSIFICATION

PPE-category Category 3

EN-standard EN 362 : 2004, EN 795 : 2012

Notified body 0102, SGS UK Ltd, Unit 202b Worle Parkway, Weston-superMare, Somerset BS22 6WA, United
Kingdom

Other standards ANSI Z359.1

ANNUAL INSPECTION

Annual inspection Yes, every 12 months

Life span 10 years

Identification Batch number

RFID No

DOCUMENTS

Declaration of Conformity Yes
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